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ABSTRACT

Gene expression in mitochondria of Plasmodium
falciparum is essential for parasite survival. The
molecular mechanisms of Plasmodium organellar
gene expression remain poorly understood. This
includes the enigmatic assembly of the mitochon-
drial ribosome from highly fragmented rRNAs. Here,
we present the identification of clustered organellar
short RNA fragments (cosRNAs) that are possible
footprints of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) in Plas-
modium organelles. In plants, RBPs of the pentatri-
copeptide repeat (PPR) class produce footprints as a
consequence of their function in processing organel-
lar RNAs. Intriguingly, many of the Plasmodium cos-
RNAs overlap with 5′-ends of rRNA fragments. We hy-
pothesize that these are footprints of RBPs involved
in assembling the rRNA fragments into a functioning
ribosome. A bioinformatics search of the Plasmod-
ium nuclear genome identified a hitherto unrecog-
nized organellar helical-hairpin-repeat protein family
that we term heptatricopeptide repeat (HPR) proteins.
We demonstrate that selected HPR proteins are tar-
geted to mitochondria in P. berghei and that one of
them, PbHPR1, associates with RNA, but not DNA in
vitro. A phylogenetic search identified HPR proteins
in a wide variety of eukaryotes. We hypothesize that
HPR proteins are required for processing and stabi-
lizing RNAs in Apicomplexa and other taxa.

INTRODUCTION

The protozoan parasite Plasmodium spp. is the causative
agent of malaria in humans. A 2016 report by the World
Health Organization showed 214 million infections with

malaria globally, resulting in almost half a million deaths
(1). While some antimalarial treatments are available, para-
site resistance is a continuing challenge. Plasmodium spp.
belong to the family of apicomplexan parasites, most of
which contain a non-photosynthetic plastid called the api-
coplast (2). As a remnant of a red algae chloroplast, the api-
coplast contains its own DNA, as does the Plasmodium mi-
tochondrion. The Plasmodium nuclear genome has a size
of 24 MB and contains >5000 genes; by contrast, the api-
coplast and mitochondrial genomes are small––35 and 6 kb,
respectively.

In keeping with the descendance of the apicoplast from
cyanobacteria, the apicoplast genome is organized similarly
to bacterial chromosomes. Genes are organized into oper-
ons and transcribed as polycistronic precursors, which are
heavily processed post-transcriptionally (3,4). Blocking api-
coplast gene expression with inhibitors of transcription or
translation leads to an immediate or a ‘delayed’ death phe-
notype, depending on the drug used (5).

The mitochondrial genome organization in Apicomplexa
is unique. With a very small genome size of 6 kb and only
three protein-coding genes, it is one of the smallest genomes
discovered to date (6). In addition to the protein-coding
genes, the genome contains highly fragmented rRNA genes
instead of full-length rRNA genes. There is strong evidence
for translational activity in Plasmodium mitochondria (7,8),
suggesting that these rRNA fragments are assembled into
functional ribosomes. This inference is based on the es-
sential nature of the electron transport chain in mitochon-
dria (7) and the finding that mutations underlying resis-
tance to atovaquone, a specific inhibitor of the respiratory
chain, map to a mitochondrial protein-coding gene (9). Fur-
thermore, tRNAs are imported into mitochondria in Toxo-
plasma gondii and P. falciparum, providing indirect evidence
for mitochondrial translation (10,11).
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Transcription of the mitochondrial genome has been
shown to lead to polycistronic transcripts, with mRNAs
and rRNA fragments transcribed together as one precur-
sor molecule (12,13). Even transcripts representing the en-
tire genome have been detected (12). This expression organi-
zation suggests that post-transcriptional regulatory events,
such as RNA processing, RNA stabilization, and RNA
degradation, play an important role in mitochondria, simi-
lar to post-transcriptional gene regulation in the apicoplast
(3). Indeed, monocistronic mRNAs have been found for
CYTB and COXI (14), which are likely derived from poly-
cistronic precursors via RNA processing. Notably, mito-
chondrial mRNAs directly abut their neighboring mRNAs
or rRNAs, a relationship that has been taken as evidence
that polycistronic precursors are precisely cleaved to yield
individual mature transcripts (12,13). These processes are
expected to require a large number of RNA-binding pro-
teins (RBPs), but most of the components and mechanisms
of the RNA-processing machinery remain unknown even
in human mitochondria (15,16). All organellar RBPs must
originate from the nuclear genome and be transferred to
the organelles post-translationally. Few nuclear factors for
Plasmodium RNA processing have been characterized to
date, and how RNA metabolism is regulated remains largely
unknown.

Because Plasmodium, with its apicoplast, has also au-
totrophic organisms among its ancestry, a comparison with
organellar gene expression in plants and algae can shed light
on RNA-processing mechanisms in the organelles of this
parasite. RNA metabolism in plant organelles is character-
ized by a massive expansion of nuclear-encoded RBPs. The
largest class of organellar RBPs is helical-hairpin-repeat
proteins called pentatricopeptide repeat proteins (PPRs)
(17). These proteins contain a tandem-repeat motif with
up to 35 repetitions. Structurally, each repeat forms two
alpha-helical elements that fold back onto each other. Al-
pha helices from consecutive repeats are stacked to form
an extended RNA-interacting surface. Within this surface,
each repeat is responsible for binding one base in a single-
stranded RNA molecule. Two dedicated amino acids are
key for specific RNA base recognition (18). Of the ∼450
predicted PPR proteins in Arabidopsis, approximately two-
thirds are localized to the mitochondria, with the remainder
are found in the plastid (19). PPR proteins play an impor-
tant role in RNA processing and transcript stabilization.
Binding of a number of PPR proteins to mRNAs acts as
a roadblock against exonucleolytic decay. Eventually, only
small sequences that are protected by the PPR proteins re-
main; these can be detected by sequencing small RNAs, pro-
viding a method for identifying PPR protein binding sites
(20). A protein family with a set of functions and struc-
ture similar to PPR proteins, called the octatricopeptide re-
peat (OPR) family, is more prevalent in single-celled pho-
tosynthetic algae, e.g. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (21). In
Plasmodium, there are two annotated PPR proteins (22);
one (PF3D7 1406400; PBANKA 1035800) is predicted to
localize to the apicoplast and the other (PF3D7 1233300;
PBANKA 1448000) to the mitochondrion. To our knowl-
edge, no OPR proteins have been described in Apicomplexa
to date.

As a first step toward understanding RNA degrada-
tion in P. falciparum, we searched for potential binding
sites of helical-hairpin-repeat proteins in Plasmodium or-
ganelle RNA metabolism by creating small-RNA sequenc-
ing libraries. This effort was complemented by a search
for helical-hairpin-repeat proteins. We discovered a novel
helical-hairpin-repeat protein family distinct from PPR and
OPR proteins, which we termed heptatricopeptide repeat
(HPR) proteins, and demonstrated that individual HPRs
are targeted to Plasmodium mitochondria. Although these
proteins seem particularly abundant in apicomplexan para-
sites, they were also found in other species within the Alve-
olata. In fact, while they were not dected in bacteria, HPR
proteins are found in most eukaryotic groups analyzed, in-
cluding humans.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethical statement

This study was carried out in strict accordance with the Ger-
man ‘Tierschutzgesetz in der Fassung vom 22. Juli 2009’
and the Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament
and Council ‘On the protection of animals used for scien-
tific purposes’. The protocol was approved by the ethics
committee of the Berlin state authority (Landesamt für
Gesundheit und Soziales Berlin, permit numbers G0469/09
and G0294/15). Female NMRI mice were used for all ex-
periments and purchased from Charles River Laboratories
(Sulzfeld, Germany).

Cultivation and harvest of Plasmodium falciparum asexual
stages

Plasmodium falciparum NF54 was cultivated as described
by Trager and Jensen (23). Cultures were split every 2–3
days. Cultures were not synchronized.

Total RNA extraction from Plasmodium falciparum asexual
stages

Asexual stages of P. falciparum NF54 in red blood cells were
harvested as described above. Cell pellets were resuspended
in AIM-Buffer (24) containing 0.1% saponin. After incu-
bation for 5 minutes on ice, cells were centrifuged at 2500
× g for 10 min. Pelleted parasites were washed twice with
cold AIM buffer. For RNA extraction, the pellet was resus-
pended in TRIzol reagent and passed 15–20 times through
a syringe (0.55 mm × 25 mm). RNA was extracted with
a standard TRIzol-based method according to manufac-
turer’s protocols (Invitrogen).

Preparation of RNA from organelle-enriched fractions by ni-
trogen cavitation

Organelle-enriched fractions were produced as described
(24,25) with minor modifications. The resuspension buffer
MSE was supplemented in addition to PMSF and BSA with
1 mg/ml Heparin. After collecting the organelles by cen-
trifugation at 23 000 × g, the pellet was resuspended in
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MSE buffer. For RNA extraction from organelle fractions,
four volumes of TRIzol were added and RNA extraction
performed as described above. For detailed information see
Supplementary Figure S1.

Sequencing of small RNA fractions

For preparation of sequencing libraries, NEBNext® Mul-
tiplex Small RNA Library Prep Set for Illumina® Kit was
used according to manufacturer. As input, 1 �g of RNA
was used. Size selection was carried out via Gel extraction
of RNAs smaller than 100 nt. RNA sequencing on a MySeq
platform (Illumina) was outsourced (SMB, Berlin).

Analysis of sequencing libraries

Removal of adapters and quality trimming was performed
with cutadapt (26) and the trimmed sequences were mapped
to the P. falciparum organellar genomes and the nu-
clear genome (NCBI apicoplast: DQ642846.1 mitochon-
dria: DQ642845.1 and nuclear genome: ASM276v1) us-
ing Bowtie (version 1.1.1) (27) with the following param-
eters: –a –best –strata –v 2. Using these settings, Bowtie
reports all alignments with the highest score and a maxi-
mum of two mismatches. Reads mapping to multiple sites
of either genomes were excluded so only unique reads
were considered in the following analysis. The created read
mappings were processed using SAMtools (28), and cov-
erage graphs were extracted using BEDTools (29). Cover-
age graphs were visualized using the Integrated Genome
Browser (30). Additional sequence information for the mi-
tochondrial genome were obtained from PlasmoDB (22)
based on previous work (14). To identify sRNA accumu-
lations, only read accumulations with more than 50 reads
on the 5′-end were considered.

sRNA gel blot

To verify selected sRNA accumulations, we performed
sRNA northern blotting and radiolabeled detection with
DNA oligo probes as described before (31). For informa-
tion on the DNA oligos used see Supplementary Table S1.

Genome wide protein motif search

For the genome wide search of the Helical hairpin repeat
proteins in P. falciparum the MEME software suite was
used (32). As an input we used OPR proteins described in
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (21). The OPR proteins were
downloaded from JGI Genome Portal (33). The proteins
were searched for motifs of 37 or 38 amino acid using
MEME tools, allowing for any number of repetitions. The
discovered motifs were collapsed to a consensus and used
as input to search the full P. falciparum proteome with the
MAST tool (proteins were downloaded from PlasmoDB).
Proteins from the MAST search containing at least two rep-
etitions of the motif and a total e-value <0.0001 were added
to the protein list and used together with the first proteins
as input in a second MEME search as described above. The
discovered motif was used in a second MAST search on the
P. falciparum proteome. Additional proteins were added,

and refinements of the motifs were repeated until no new
proteins were discovered in MAST. To improve the motif
further and with the intention to generate a motif repre-
senting all apicomplexan HPR proteins, we performed simi-
lar searches for Plasmodium berghei and Toxoplasma gondii.
The potential proteins from all three organisms were then
combined and a final, apicomplexan-specific motif was gen-
erated. This Motif was used to search the full genome of
additional species.

N-tracts within HPR proteins were searched manually.
The average length of N-stretches in the P. falciparum
genome is 37 (34). We only considered N-tracts that had
at least one stretch of four consecutive Ns and were in to-
tal at least ten amino acids long. We allowed single amino
acid gaps of non-Ns and double amino acids gaps if they are
flanked by two stretches of 2 Ns (e.g. Supplementary Figure
S2, PF3D7 1009900). If several stretches of 4 Ns and 3 Ns
were separated by up to five other amino acids, they were
considered as one coherent N-tract (e.g. PF3D7 092420).

Protein localization

To investigate the localization of selected Plasmodium
berghei HPR proteins, we employed an endogenous tagging
approach using single homologous recombination (35). To
create fluorescently tagged proteins, we amplified the se-
quence directly upstream of the stop codon (ranging in
size from 1326 to 2460 bp) and cloned the amplicon into
the pBAT-SIL6 vector system in frame with the mCherry
3xMyc tag sequence (36). Prior to ligation, the vector and
the PCR amplicons were digested with EagI and HpaI re-
striction endonucleases. For primer information see Sup-
plementary Table S1. For mitochondrial visualization, the
HSP70 promoter driving high level GFP expression, was
excised from PBANKA 051680 and PBANKA 081630 tag-
ging vectors using PvuII in combination with NdeI or
PshAI, and exchanged with the promoter and amino-
terminus of the mitochondrial HSP70-3 (ranging in size
from 1771 to 2008 bp), yielding the mitochondrial marker
cassette mito-GFP. All created vectors were verified via
Sanger sequencing prior to transfection. Correct insertion
into the nuclear genome was investigated via PCR (for
scheme, see Supplementary Figure S3). Live cell microscopy
was performed on a Zeiss AxioObserver Z1 epifluorescence
microscope equipped with a Zeiss AxioCam MRM camera
(Zeiss,Oberkochen, Germany). Images were processed us-
ing FIJI (37).

Expression of HPR proteins

For the recombinant expression of the PbHPR1:MBP
(PBANKA 051680:Maltose binding protein) fusion pro-
tein, we used the NEB pMAL™ Protein Fusion and Pu-
rification System. The gene was PCR-amplified from P.
berhgei genomic DNA, which removed the sequence cod-
ing for the predicted N-terminal mitochondrial targeting
peptide (N-terminal 126 bp). The prediction was based on
an alignment of orthologous proteins from different Plas-
modium species. The amplicon was 1524 bp long contain-
ing 1368 bp from the CDS and 156 bp of the 3′ UTR. For
primer information see Supplementary Table S1. The am-
plicon was digested with restriction endonucleases BamHI
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and SalI and ligated into the similarly digested pMAL vec-
tor. Sequence integrity was verified by Sanger sequencing.
As a control, fusion protein CDC42:MBP (NCBI accession:
NP 523414.1) was used in the same vector system. The fin-
ished expression vectors were transformed into Escherichia
coli BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RIPL Expression strain (Ag-
ilent). Expression was carried out in LB-Medium supple-
mented with 2 g/l glucose, 100 �g/ml Carbenicillin and
25 �g/ml Chloramphenicol. Cells were grown at 37◦C un-
til the OD600 reached 0.5 absorption. Expression was in-
duced by IPTG (0.3 mM) and cells were grown at 28◦C
for 16 h. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4000
× g for 20 min at 4◦C. The cell lysis and purification of
the fusion protein was carried out according to instructions
of the NEB pMAL™ Protein Fusion and Purification Sys-
tem. The expression was checked by western blotting and
immune detection using anti-MBP monoclonal antibody
(NEB) as described previously (38). The fusion protein was
supplemented with one volume of 50% glycerol and stored
at −20◦C.

In vitro transcription for RNA pull-down assay

To produce RNA representing the entire P. berghei mito-
chondrial genome, four fragments of different sizes with
small overlaps on either side (fragment positions: 5918–
1937; 1874–3577; 6756–4873; 4809–51) were prepared by
PCR. To enable strand specific transcription, we added T7-
promotors to one of the fragment ends. The fragments were
purified and then used as templates for in vitro transcrip-
tion via T7 RNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher). Transcrip-
tion was carried out according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. After incubation at 37◦C overnight, the template
DNA was digested by adding 4 U of TURBO™ DNase for
30 min at 37◦C. The RNA was subsequently extracted with
DirectZol-RNA-MiniPrep Kit (Zymo research). Resulting
RNA sizes were: 1977 nt, 1704 nt, 1451 nt, 1200 nt. For
primer information see Supplementary Table S1.

RNA pull-down

The expressed PbHPR1 and CDC42 fusion proteins were
used in an RNA pull-down experiment. All steps were car-
ried out at RT and under rotation. For equilibration, 580
pmol of the each protein solution was incubated in 200 �l
Column-Buffer (CB: 20 mM Tris–HCl, 200 mM NaCl, 1
mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT) for 20 min. Strand specific RNA
fragments were mixed (6 �g of each) with EDTA (2 mM fi-
nal concentration), denatured at 95◦C for 3 min, and subse-
quently chilled on ice for 5 min. After taking a sample from
the denatured RNA for electrophoresis the RNA products
were mixed with the recombinant protein and incubated
for 20 min. In parallel, 200 �l of amylose slurry was pre-
pared by washing it five times in CB. After removal of the
last wash solution, the pull-down reaction was added. Af-
ter rotation for additional 20 min, the supernatant was re-
moved from the amylose and the resin was washed twice
with 300 �l of CB. For elution, 200 �l of CB supplemented
with 10 mM maltose were added to the resin and incubated
for 10 min. From each fraction, 10% were used for west-
ern blot analysis. RNA was extracted from the supernatant

fraction and the pellet via DirectZol-RNA-MiniPrep Kit
(Zymo Research). The isolated RNA was separated on a
1% formaldehyde–agarose gel. Northern blotting was car-
ried out as described (38). Radioactive detection with DNA
oligoprobes was done as described (31).

Supplemental Movie S1: We predicted the structure of
the HPR tract of PbHPR1 (PBANKA 051680; see Supple-
mentary Figure S5 for the exact amino acid sequence of the
tract) from P. berghei using i-Tasser (39) and animated it
using PyMol (https://pymol.org/2/).

RESULTS

Sequencing of a small RNA fraction from P. falciparum im-
proves mitochondrial rRNA fragment annotation

To investigate the distribution of small RNA fragments in
the organelles of P. falciparum, we created a sequencing li-
brary from total cellular RNA as well as from RNA puri-
fied from enriched P. falciparum organelles (Supplementary
Figure S1). The libraries were size-selected for RNA frag-
ments smaller than 100 nucleotides (nt) before sequencing.
Massive parallel sequencing created a dataset containing 12
726 675 reads (total RNA) and 10 594 281 reads (enriched
RNA), respectively. After removal of linker sequences, the
sequencing reads were mapped to the apicoplast and mi-
tochondrial genome (NCBI: apicoplast, DQ642846.1; mi-
tochondria, DQ642845.1) The mitochondrial genome was
annotated using coding DNA sequence (CDS) and se-
quence information provided in the P. falciparum Genome
Database (PlasmoDB; ).

Only 0.03% of sequencing reads could be mapped to the
apicoplast genome, whereas 8.43% mapped to the mito-
chondrial genome after sequencing total RNA preparations
(0.22% and 19.34% after sequencing enriched RNA). Most
apicoplast reads were found to represent known tRNA and
rRNA genes. We did not detect a distinct accumulation of
small RNAs in either the untranslated regions (UTRs) or
CDS of described apicoplast mRNAs, as would be expected
for a footprint of a helical-hairpin-repeat protein. However,
given the low number of reads obtained, the existence of
footprints of RBPs in the apicoplast cannot presently be ex-
cluded. Whether the low read number is due to a disadvan-
tage of apicoplast short RNAs during library preparation
or is reflecting biological differences, cannot be ascertained
at present.

As expected, most of the sequencing reads that mapped to
the mitochondrial genome represent already known rRNA
fragments (14; Figure 1A). The mapping results were highly
similar for the two small RNA sequencing experiments de-
spite the different methods for preparing the RNA (Fig-
ure 1A). These mappings confirmed the expression of most
rRNAs that had previously been detected only by RNA gel
blot hybridization or as rare expressed sequence tags (ESTs)
(14; Supplementary Table S2).

We also confirmed the expression of five rRNA fragments
that had so far only been predicted based on similarities to
canonical, unfragmented rRNAs and rare EST clones, but
had not been confirmed experimentally (14; Supplementary
Table S2). Our mapping also allowed a more precise defi-
nition of 5′-ends of rRNA fragments. In seven cases, ends
detected by sRNA read mapping lay a few bases up- or

https://pymol.org/2/
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Figure 1. Mapping of sequenced small RNAs on the P. falciparum mitochondrial genome. (A) Overview of the mapping results for the complete mitochon-
drial genome of P. falciparum. The two top tracks show the read coverage of the plus strand after small RNA sequencing from total and organelle-enriched
parasite RNA preparations, respectively. The bottom tracks shows the mapping results for the minus strand. A schematic representation of the gene content
is shown below the coverage graphs with rRNA fragment genes indicated by white and dark grey boxes. (B) Blow-up of two adjacent regions of the mito-
chondrial genome with coverage graph excerpts. Parenthesis highlight small plateaus of coverage that indicate the presence of short RNAs. Dark grey lines
within the coverage graph indicate mismatches at the 3′end of sequencing reads. DNA oligo probes used for the RNA gel blot in D and E are indicated as
black bars. (C) Venn diagram summarizing the overlap between cosRNAs found in small sequencing analyses from total RNA (left circle) and RNA from
enriched organelles (right circle). The number of cosRANs found by both experiments is indicated by the overlap between the two circles. The numbers of
cosRNAs for each set in the Venn-Diagram are shown as well. (D) RNA of an organelle-enriched fraction (MF) and total RNA from P. falciparum were
separated on a 15% Urea PAGE gel, stained with Ethidium bromide (left), and blotted onto a membrane. Position of the radio-labeled oligonucleotide to
detect the 5′ region of RNA11 is indicated in (B). (E) Same as (D), but hybridization was carried out with an oligo probe against the SSUF rRNA fragment
and as a negative control, total leaf RNA from Arabidopsis thaliana (AT) was used.

downstream of previously annotated ends (Supplementary
Table S2). In sum, NGS sequencing of small RNAs helped
to specifiy rRNA fragments and thus improved the annota-
tion of the mitochondrial genome of P. falciparum.

Clustered organellar sRNAs are located preferentially at the
5′-end of rRNA fragments in mitochondria

Next, using sRNA miner, a recently developed software for
identifying potential footprints of PPR proteins in sRNA
sequencing datasets (40), we screened our mapping results
for read clusters that could potentially represent footprints
of RBPs. Parameters in sRNA miner were set to detect
clusters of sRNAs with sharp 5′-ends and less defined 3′-
ends, the pattern observed for sequences that mapped to
rRNA fragments (see above). This analysis detected a num-
ber of read clusters, which are listed in Table 1. Some cosR-
NAs were identical to rRNA fragments, particularly shorter

rRNA fragments, which are expected to be present as full-
length transcripts in the size-selected sequencing library and
are not further considered here.

Interestingly, most cosRNAs mapped to the 5′-region of
rRNA fragments (Figure 1B; Table 1), and their length var-
ied between 18 and 40 nt. In several cases, more than one
cosRNA was found to terminate at the same rRNA 5′-end,
whereas their 3′-ends differed (Figure 1B). This suggests a
step-wise degradation of rRNA fragments. In addition, we
found several cosRNAs that mapped to a region immedi-
ately upstream of rRNA 5′-ends. Such cosRNAs could have
been generated by endonucleolytic cleavage, which yields a
mature rRNA fragment and a liberated 5′ leader sequence.
When comparing the cosRNA search for the two indepen-
dent short RNA seq experiments, we found 52 out of 61 cos-
RNA in both datasets, indicating that cosRNA detection is
reproducible. To confirm the presence of cosRNAs, we next
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Table 1. cosRNAs mapped to 5′-ends of rRNA fragments

cosRNA name rRNA name

Genome
position (first
and last nt) Length Strand

No. of possible
3′ adenine res.
added

Read count on
5′-end comments

cosRNA1 LSUG 389–355 35 - - 6812 a
cosRNA2 LSUG 389–333 57 - - 6812 a
cosRNA3c LSUF 1515–1554 40 + - 370 a
cosRNA4 RNA2 1698–1725 28 + - 13123 a
cosRNA5c SSUA 2030–1972 59 - - 1098 a
cosRNA6 RNA6 4849–4868 21 + 6 13 016 b
cosRNA7 RNA12 4893–4944 52 + - 2262 a
cosRNA8 LSUA 5201–5157 45 - - 726 a
cosRNA9 RNA7 5283–5243 41 - - 17 260 a
cosRNA10 RNA7 5283–5226 58 - - 17 260 a
cosRNA11 RNA11 5340–5320 20 - 1 9989 a
cosRNA12 SSUF 5507–5478 30 - - 158 228 a
cosRNA13 LSUE 5771–5746 26 - - 5216 a

aMaps to 5′-end of rRNA.
bMaps to 3′-end of rRNA.
cNot found in the NGS datasets for enriched organellar RNA.

performed sRNA gel blot hybridization (Figure 1D,E). Al-
though we could not detect these small RNAs in total RNA
preparations, we were able to detect RNAs of the expected
size using the RNA preparations from organelle-enriched
fractions from P. falciparum cells (Supplementary Figure
S1). In the case of the rRNA fragment SSUF, a cosRNA of
30 nt in length was detected by RNA gel blot hybridization,
although at much lower levels than the mature SSUF rRNA
(61nt). For the rRNA fragment RNA11, we found not only
a band of the expected size based on our mapping (20 nt
cosRNA), but also several other signals that corresponded
to sRNAs not detected as distinct RNAs in the sequenc-
ing approach (Figure 1D). The bands between 20 nt and
56 nt could for example be caused by pausings of exonucle-
ases or endonuclease activity. In sum, our analysis demon-
strates that mitochondrial cosRNAs preferentially map to
the 5′-end of rRNA fragments, whereas 3′-ends are not rep-
resented by dedicated cosRNAs.

Three cosRNAs were also found outside of rRNA re-
gions. The first was found at the junction between the
COXI and CYTB reading frames and contained a 5′-end
that matched the known 5′-end of CYTB mRNA (cos-
RNA20; Table 2). A second cosRNA matched the 3′-end of
COXIII mRNA (cosRNA15; Table 2). The third cosRNA
was found in the non-coding region between the rRNA
fragment SSUA and the COXIII open reading frame (cos-
RNA17). It is possible that this cosRNA is the remnant of
an SSUA-COXIII co-transcript. Consistent with the low se-
quencing coverage at this position, we could not detect the
cosRNA20 and cosRNA17, respectively, in RNA gel blot
hybridizations. Together with the data on cosRNAs derived
from rRNA fragments, our analyses demonstrate that sR-
NAs accumulate in mitochondria. Importantly, they do not
exhibit a random distribution, as would be expected for a
stochastic RNA degradation process, but were found specif-
ically at selected 5′-ends of rRNAs. In a few instances, cosR-
NAs were linked to mRNAs as well. Sequences of identified
cosRNAs can be found in Supplementary Table S3.

Identification of the heptatricopeptide-repeat protein family
in Plasmodium

We hypothesized that cosRNAs are caused by the protec-
tive action of RBPs, similar to that of plant PPR pro-
teins. In contrast to many other RNA binding proteins like
the KH or RRM proteins, PPR proteins, and other re-
lated helical-hairpin-repeat proteins usually bind with an
extended protein-RNA interaction surface to their target
RNAs. This makes them prime candidates for causing cos-
RNAs in the detected size range and thus the starting point
for our search. We therefore initiated a genome-wide bioin-
formatics screen for proteins with sequence and structural
similarity to well-characterized helical-hairpin-repeat pro-
teins. We were unable to identify additional PPR proteins
beyond the two candidates already annotated (22). There-
fore, we used MEME suite software to generate a protein
motif from described OPR-proteins found in C. reinhardtii
(21). The initial search motif was almost identical to pre-
viously described OPR consensus motifs (Figure 2B). Be-
cause helical-hairpin repeats show some length polymor-
phism, and OPR proteins are longer than PPR proteins
(38 versus 35 amino acids), we used the MEME algorithm
to generate a search motif that was 37 or 38 amino acids
in length. We then screened the complete Plasmodium pro-
teome (from PlasmoDB) for these motifs using the MAST
algorithm in the MEME software suite. Potential proteins
containing at least two repeats of the input protein motif in
close proximity were selected and used to generate an im-
proved protein motif adapted for Plasmodium. This proce-
dure was repeated multiple times, with each iteration adding
newly identified proteins to the next motif generation, until
no additional protein hits were discovered.

In our initial searches using an OPR motif with a length
of 38 aa, only three hits with few repeats were found; even
after four refinement cycles, no additional proteins were
discovered. However, after shortening the motif by only
one amino acid, we were able to detect multiple repeat-
containing proteins, usually with at least some repeats in
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Table 2. cosRNAs mapped to mRNAs and intergenic regions

cosRNA name

Genome
position (first
and last nt) Length Strand

possibly 3′
adenine res.
added

Read count on
5′-end comments

cosRNA14 166–205 40 + 5 550 Linked to rRNA
cosRNA15 787–725 63 - - 68 3′-end of COXIII mRNA
cosRNA16 1492–1513 22 + - 145 Linked to rRNA
cosRNA17 1630–1601 30 - - 113 Intergenic spacer COXIII <> SSUA
cosRNA18 1638–1725 88 + - n.d. Linked to rRNA
cosRNA19 2067–2031 37 - - 230 Linked to rRNA
cosRNA20 3480–3537 58 + - 153 5′-end of CYTB mRNA
cosRNA21a 4866–4944 79 + - ∼120 Linked to rRNA
cosRNA22b 203–238 36 + - 1204 3′of RNA23t
cosRNA23b 893–855 39 - - 60 Within the CDS of COXIII 3′
cosRNA24b 1486–1412 75 - - 70 5′of COXIII mRNA
cosRNA25b 4697–4719 26 + 3 671 rRNA4 3′ < > 5′rRNA5

aNot found in the NGS datasets for enriched organellar RNA.
bOnly found in the NGS dataset for enriched organellar RNA.
n.d. due to an overlap with reads from the preceding RNA, we could not identify the numbers of reads at the 5′-end of cosRNA18.

a tandem organization. By contrast, performing the search
with a motif shortened by two amino acids returned no fur-
ther hits. After four search iterations using the 37-aa motif,
we discovered 22 potential candidates containing up to 12
repeats of our search model (Figure 2A). Interestingly four
of these candidates contained a C-terminal RAP (RNA-
binding domain abundant in apicomplexans) domain. We
also searched for non-structured, N-rich tracts that were
previously described to be particularly abundant within P.
falciparum proteins (34). As expected, several such N-tracts
are found in HPR proteins, but none disrupts a HPR motif
(Figure 2A, Supplementary Figure S2).

We then refined the model and adapted it to a broader
phylogenetic range by including proteins containing the
motif identified in P. berghei and T. gondii. This generated
a consensus consisting of a total of 299 repeats (Figure
2B). Secondary-structure predictions of this consensus se-
quence showed two alpha-helical elements, consistent with
the structure of PPR and OPR proteins (Figure 2B, lower
panel). Because of the 37-aa length of the motif identified,
and by analogy to PPR and OPR proteins, we named this
motif heptatricopeptide repeat (HPR).

The discovered protein motif showed striking differences
compared with the previously described OPR motif (21).
Whereas the OPR motif contains 38–40 amino acids, the
newly discovered motif is only 37 amino acids long (Figure
2B) and the highly conserved PPPEW domain in OPR pro-
teins was not present in HPR proteins.

A structural model of PbHPR1 and PbHPR2 was gener-
ated by I-TASSER (39). The models predicts that the heli-
cal repeats continue outside of the predicted HPR motifs.
In fact, almost the entire proteins consist of �-helical ele-
ments. In case of PbHPR2, this elongated tract of helices
shows a slight superhelical twist, whereas PbHPR1 forms
a regular half-circle (Supplementary Figure S4, supplemen-
tary Movie S1). This structure is reminiscent of the RNA-
binding surface of the PPR tract, although the stacking of
helical elements along the protein main axis is less regular
than in PPR proteins (41–43). There are currently no struc-
tural data available for OPR proteins, which at present pre-
cludes a structural comparison with this more closely re-

lated protein family. We animated the structure of the HPR
tract of PbHPR1. For reasons of clarity, we focused on the
HPR tract itself, while omitting the remainder of the pro-
tein (Supplementary Movie S1 and Supplementary Figure
S5). This further highlights the stacking of �-helices and
confirms the extended surface formed by HPR proteins.
We also calculated surface charge distribution for both pro-
teins. Here, PbHPR1 shows patchy charge distribution of
both positive and negative charges. By contrast, PbHPR2
has strong charge differences between the concave and con-
vex surface. While the inner, concave surface is strongly pos-
itively charged, the outer, convex surface is almost neutral.
Whether the positive charges support RNA interactions of
PbHPR2 remains to be tested.

We next used the HPR profile to search plant or algal
genomes and thus test, whether the motif picks up PPR and
OPR proteins, which are abundant in these taxa. We identi-
fied no PPR proteins and very few OPR proteins. We never
found other helical hairpin repeat proteins like TPR, HAT,
HEAT, Puf or TALE repeat proteins in such searches. Be-
cause of these length and composition differences, and since
we were unable to reciprocally identify substantial numbers
of hits using either the PPR/OPR or HPR motif, we con-
clude that proteins with the 37-aa motif define a novel class
of helical-hairpin-repeat proteins related to OPR and PPR
proteins.

HPR proteins are targeted to mitochondria

The cellular localization of all candidate HPR pro-
teins was predicted using TargetP 1.1 (44), MitoProt
II (45), PATS (Prediction of Apicoplast-Targeted Se-
quences) (46), and the PlasmoDB-PlasmoAP algorithm
(47) (Figure 2A). For most candidate proteins, the pre-
dicted localization was mitochondrial, whereas apicoplast
targeting was unlikely - only four candidates show a
possible apicoplast targeting peptide (PF3D7 0930100,
PF3D7 0523200, PF3D7 1142000, PF3D7 1315200). The
latter two show also possible dual targeting with predictions
also consistent with a mitochondrial localization. Since our
RNA sequencing efforts show no cosRNAs in apicoplasts
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Figure 2. Identification of apicomplexan HPR proteins. (A) Final results from a MEME-based motif search on the P. falciparum total proteome reveals
22 proteins containing multiple HPR repeats most of which are arranged in tandem repeats. 43 OPR proteins from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii were used
for initial motif generation. Each block represents one HPR motif (dark grey), RAP motif (light gray), and N-tracts (black), respectively. Localization was
predicted with different algorithms. Probability for mitochondrial localization: strong = >0.5; weak = >0.3 <0.5. (B) The consensus HPR motif (upper
panel) generated from 67 proteins from P. falciparum, P. berghei and T. gondii and the OPR motif (lower panel) generated from C. reinhardtii. Predicted
helical elements of the motifs are indicated by black boxes.

we focused on proteins predicted to localize to the mi-
tochondria; however future studies with potentially api-
coplast targeted HPRs would be interesting.

To verify the localization of selected proteins, we created
C-terminal mCherry fusion proteins of two selected HPR
proteins predicted to be targeted to mitochondria in the
murine parasite Plasmodium berghei. The transfection vec-
tor also contained a GFP (green fluorescent protein) expres-
sion cassette that targets GFP to the mitochondria, thus al-
lowing easy identification of transfected cells using live fluo-
rescence microscopy. We could show that the mCherry sig-
nal of both target proteins, PBANKA 051680 (PbHPR1),
the ortholog of PF3D7 1033000, and PBANKA 081630,
the ortholog of PF3D7 0915300, co-localized with the mi-
tochondrial GFP marker to a distinct organelle (Figure

3). Three further HPR proteins, PBANKA 020810 (or-
tholog of PF3D7 0105200), PBANKA 051380 (PbHPR2;
ortholog of PF3D7 1029800), and PBANKA 143670 (or-
tholog of PF3D7 1221500), were mCherry-tagged and an-
alyzed together with a cytoplasma-targeted GFP. The
mCherry signal is present in worm- or dot-like struc-
tures in all three recombinant parasites, which also sug-
gests mitochondrial localization (48; Supplementary Figure
S6), although a confirmation with a parallel mitochondrial
marker will be eventually required to validate this point.
Furthermore, for all five proteins, the mCherry signals are
distinct from the blue signals representing nuclei. In sum,
this supports the predicted localization, and tentatively sug-
gests that HPR proteins are a family of organellar, primarily
mitochondrial, proteins.
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Figure 3. Localization of Plasmodium berghei HPR proteins PBANKA 051680 (PbHPR1) and PBANKA 081630. Life cell microscopy of erythrocytes
infected with P.berghei containing HPR:mCherry-3xMyc fusion proteins. Shown are representative microscopy images with Hoechst 33 342 as a marker
for the nucleus (DNA) and mitochondrial localized GFP. DIC: differential interference contrast microscopy to visualize cell outlines. Depicted are images
of three asexual parasite stages and a female gametocyte. As visible in the overlay of tagged protein (red) and mitochondria (green) both proteins show
mitochondrial localization (merge). The white Arrow denotes auto-fluorescence of the hemozoin-containing digestive vacuole, which was also observed
with wild type parasites due to prolonged exposure times. Scale bars = 5�m.

The HPR family is widespread in eukaryotes

PPR proteins are found throughout the eukaryotic king-
dom, but the family has shown particular expansion in
land plants. We asked whether HPR proteins show a sim-
ilar broad distribution, and queried genomes of other api-
complexans using the P. falciparum HPR motif. This un-
covered similar numbers of HPR proteins in P. berghei and
T. gondii, which were used to generate the HPR consen-
sus representing the three apicomplexan species we inves-
tigated (Figure 2B). By contrast, we found no HPR pro-
teins in Cryptosporidium parvum or Cryptosporidium homi-
nis. This remarkable observation is consistent with the fact
that Cryptosporidium species have lost their mitochondrial
DNA and their unusual mitochondrial compartment is en-
tirely dependent on nuclear-encoded proteins (49). We con-
sider this further evidence that this novel protein family is
relevant for the function of mitochondrial gene expression.

Next, we expanded our search to the nearest relatives
within the Alveolata using available genomic information.
We found similar numbers of HPR proteins, namely 58
and 70, in Chromera velia and Vitrella brassicaformis, re-
spectively (Supplementary Table S4). These phototrophic
species within the chromerids form a sister clade of the
apicomplexans (50). We found 73 HPR proteins in Sym-
biodinium minutum, a dinoflagellate (Supplementary Ta-
ble S4). By contrast, the more distantly related Tetrahy-
mena thermophila, a ciliate, contained fewer than 10 pro-
teins with multiple repeats of the motif (Supplementary
Table S4). Notably, ciliates have non-fragmented rRNAs,

whereas the apicomplexa, chromerids and dinoflagellates
share a fragmented-rRNA organization.

Outside of the Alveolata, we sampled various eukaryotic
and prokaryotic genomes. No HPR proteins were found
in the three eubacterial genomes sampled. By contrast, we
found HPR proteins in all analyzed sister groups of the
alveolates with the exception of the single genome sam-
pled from Rhizaria (Figure 4). Cercozoa, Stramenopila,
Opisthokonta, and Archaeplastida all include species with
HPR proteins. This tentatively suggests that the HPR pro-
tein family is an ancient acquisition of the eukaryotic lin-
eage, but a future more extensive sampling of basal eukary-
otes will be needed to decide this. Noteworthy, HPR pro-
teins are not found in Rhodophyta and land plants. Given
that the green algae Chlamydomonas and the glaucocysto-
phyte Cyanophora paradoxa do have HPR proteins, the loss
of HPR proteins in the other Archaeplastida might be sec-
ondary.

In humans, we found six proteins containing multiple re-
peats of the motif in humans (Figure 5, Supplementary Fig-
ure S7). These proteins, FASTK, FASTKD1, FASTKD2,
FASTKD3, FASTKD4/TBRG4 and FASTKD5 have been
shown to localize to mitochondria and have important
functions in mitochondrial RNA metabolism (51–55). All
of them associate with RNA in vivo (56,57). Interestingly,
all FASTK proteins contain a C-terminal RAP domain in
addition to the HPR tract. A recent study suggested that,
whereas the RAP domain is necessary for the catalytic func-
tion of FASTKD proteins, RNA binding is facilitated by
the region upstream of the RAP domain (53). Notewor-
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Figure 4. Schematic distribution of OPR and HPR proteins in different species. The HPR and OPR motif was used for genome-wide search in different
species of Alveolata and related eukaryotic lineages, as well as bacterial outgroups. While the alveolates show little to no OPR proteins, the HPR proteins
seems to be the dominant helical-hairpin repeat protein family in this clade. In the single celled algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii we could detect OPR and
HPR proteins simultaneously. Overlap = proteins detected by both, the OPR and HPR motif search. It is important to note that this schematic tree only
shows a rough representation of evolutionary branching, but does not depict the evolutionary distance of the species investigated.

thy, structural modelling indicated that the FASTK proteins
have a domain dominated by �-helix motifs that resembles
the global architecture of the PPR tract (Supplementary
Figures S7 and 56). In this area, we found multiple repeats
of the HPR motif, suggesting that these motifs could be re-
sponsible for specific RNA binding (see Figure 5). In sum,
the wide distribution of HPR proteins suggests that they
were already present in the ancestor of animals and eukary-
otes, similar to PPR proteins, and thus represent an ancient
eukaryotic gene family.

The HPR protein HPR1 binds mitochondrial RNA sequences

We expressed the HPR protein PbHPR 1
(PBANKA 051680) translationally fused to the Mal-
tose binding protein (MBP). The cell cycle protein CDC42
fused to MBP served as negative control. After affinity
purification, both proteins were analyzed by coomassie-
stained PAGE and immunological analysis (Supplementary
Figure S8). This demonstrated that full-length protein was

obtained. N-terminal degradation products were found in
lesser amounts a well.

Both proteins were then incubated with in vitro tran-
scripts that represent the entire mitochondrial genome from
Plasmodium berghei (Figure 6). Four overlapping in vitro
transcripts represent the plus strand and the four reverse
complementary RNAs the minus strand of the mitochon-
drial genome, respectively. The proteins were precipitated
using an amylose resin (Figure 6B) and bound RNA was de-
tected by RNA gel blot hybridization using a combo probe
specific for the minus strand transcripts. This uncovered sig-
nals for all four minus strand RNA species in the pellet
of the PbHPR1 immunoprecipitation (Figure 6C). The ab-
sence of a signal in the CDC42 pellet demonstrates that the
precipitation is not due to contaminating RNA in the pull-
down experiment, but is due to the presence of the HPR
protein. All four minus strand RNAs are found in the pel-
let, suggesting that RNA binding of PbHPR1 is unspecific
under these conditions. However, under the same condi-
tions, DNA is not bound, demonstrating the preference of
PbHPR1 for RNA (Supplementary Figure S9).
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DISCUSSION

sRNAs in apicoplasts and mitochondria are indicative of
protein-based RNA processing in Plasmodium organelles

Genes in apicoplasts and mitochondria of Plasmodium are
transcribed as polycistronic precursors and are processed to
shorter, often monocistronic forms (3–4,58–59). In mam-
malian mitochondria, transcript processing is mediated ac-
cording to the tRNA punctuation model. tRNAs are sit-
uated between coding sequences and serve as targets for
RNase P and RNase Z or related enzymes, which cleave at
these sites in polycistronic precursors in a process that also
releases mature mRNAs (15). This mechanism is maybe
also relevant for apicoplast gene expression. However, be-
cause mitochondria in the Apicomplexa do not possess tR-
NAs, processing must occur by another mechanism. We hy-
pothesized that protein-based transcript processing similar
to that shown for plant organellar RNAs might operate in
Plasmodium organelles. An indicator of protein-mediated
protection and processing of transcript ends in plant or-
ganelles is the presence of sRNA species––footprints of
RBPs––that exactly match the termini of transcripts. We
here show that such sRNAs also exist in mitochondria of
P. falciparum. Of the three reading frames in mitochondria,
one (cosRNA19) was found starting upstream of the CYTB
reading frame, and two others (cosRNA14 and cosRNA16)
bracketed the COXIII reading frame.

Notably, cosRNA16 and cosRNA19 display identical 5′-
ends (TTTATTG), but otherwise show no further sequence
similarity. Furthermore, the 5′-end of cosRNA19 coincides
with the CYTB transcript end in P. falciparum (13). This
end is also conserved in P. yoelii (4). Similarly, the 3′-end
of COXIII matches the 3′-end of cosRNA14 (13). This co-
incidence of cosRNAs and transcript ends is indicative of
protein-mediated, post-transcriptional generation of such
ends, similar to the process in plant organelles. Given that
the 5′-ends of the two cosRNAs are conserved, we specu-
late that a common mechanism and/or factor is involved in
their generation. This inference is further substantiated by
the 13 identified cosRNAs that map exactly to the 5′-ends
of rRNA fragments.

At 68, 30 and 58 nucleotides, all three cosRNAs adjacent
to mRNAs are very long by plant standards. This is also
true for several cosRNAs among rRNA fragments (e.g. cos-
RNA5 and cosRNA10; Table 1). Although some plant cos-
RNAs are within this range, they are rare, with shorter cos-
RNAs (∼20 nt) being much more frequent (40). If proteins
do contribute to protecting such long mitochondrial RNAs
against exonucleolytic decay in Plasmodium (by analogy to
PPR proteins in plants), they are expected to act in a differ-
ent manner. For example, they could act together with other
RBPs in a larger complex that is capable of protecting larger
transcript regions.

HPR proteins: a novel family of RNA binding proteins that
has expanded in the Alveolata

Organellar gene expression depends on a large number
of nuclear-encoded RBPs, among which repeat-containing
proteins are prevalent (60–62). Structural studies of chloro-
plast PPR proteins (42–43,63), as well as other related
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Figure 5. Human proteins showing HPR motif repeats. The human
HPR proteins all belong to the FASTKD protein family, namely
FASTK (BC000377.2), FASTKD1 (NP 001268405), FASTKD2
(NP 001129666.1), FASTKD3 (NP 076996.2) and FASTKD4/TBRG4
(NP 001248763.1), and FASTKD5 (NP 068598.1). While HPR proteins
in apicomplexan show no overlap with known protein domains the
FAST 1 domain overlaps with some HPR motifs. However FAST 2 and
RAP domain show no overlap. Note that although the HPR search motif
is able to detect these repeats e-values are lower than for apicomplexan
proteins suggesting stronger degeneration of the motif.

repeat-proteins, such as ARM repeat proteins (64), HEAT
repeat proteins (65), Puf-repeat proteins (66), MTERF pro-
teins (67), and TPR proteins (68), have demonstrated that
all form a superhelix with an extended surface for macro-
molecular interactions. Many repeat-containing proteins
bind other proteins, but at least PPR and OPR proteins
are predominantly involved in RNA interactions. The re-
peat units of the different classes differ slightly in length:
the ARM repeat is 42 aa; the HEAT repeat is 39 aa; the Puf
repeat is 36 aa; the TPR is 34 aa; the PPR is 35 aa; and the
OPR is 38 aa.

We here identified a 37-aa repeat unit that is predicted
to form helical elements. Length, secondary-structure pre-
diction and amino acid composition of the consensus se-
quences have clear similarities to PPR and OPR proteins.
However, there are also striking differences, in particular the
absence of the OPR-specific PPPEW motif. In our screens
for HPR proteins, using the OPR repeat as a search string
retrieved only a few HPR proteins. Conversely, using the
HPR consensus to search algal genomes also led to the dis-
covery of only a few OPR proteins. Notably, the phyloge-
netic distribution of HPR proteins is different from that of
OPR and PPR proteins (Figure 4). We found no HPR pro-
teins among embryophytes, where PPR proteins predom-
inate. Similarly, we found few HPRs among green algae,
where the OPR family was discovered and is prevalent. A
few members are found in animals and humans, as further
discussed below. In contrast, HPR proteins are abundant
in alveolates like apicomplexans (sporozoa and chromerids)
and dinoflagellates, and somewhat less common among cil-
iates. Apparently, the HPR family has expanded within the
Alveolata. Thus, in addition to PPR and OPR families,
there is a third family of helical-repeat proteins that shows
lineage-specific expansion.

This specific evolutionary distribution, together with
consensus sequence idiosyncrasies and the novel repeat
length, suggest that the HPR protein family is distinct from
the related PPR and OPR protein families. Whether the
HPR proteins have evolved functions that separate them
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Figure 6. RNA pull-down experiment with PbHPR1. (A) Schematic representation of the eight RNA probes used in the RNA pull-down assay. The
mitochondrial genome structure of P. berghei is shown on top with rRNA fragments depicted as unlabelled grey or white rectangles. Genes above the
central line are transcribed from right to left, genes below the line in the opposite direction. The black lines below the genome represent the position of
the plus strand and minus strand probes. Length of the four probes are given in nucleotides (nt). (B) Immunological analysis of CDC42 and PbHPR1
immunoprecipitation experiments. Fractions of input (I), supernatant (S), and pellet (P) of immunoprecipitation assays were separated by SDS-PAGE,
blotted to a nylon membrane, and detected immunologically with an anti-MBP antibody. The minus and plus signs indicate whether the sample is from
an immunoprecipitation with plus or minus strand RNAs. (C) RNA gel blot analysis of RNAs co-precipitated with CDC42 and PbHPR1. RNA was
extracted from input, supernatant and pellet fractions of immunoprecipitation assays and separated on a denaturing agarose gel. The RNAs were visualized
using ethidium bromide staining (EtBr) and afterwards transferred to a nylon membrane and probed with a cocktail of radiolabelled oligonucleotides
complementary to the minus strand probes shown in (A). M = molecular weight marker.

from PPR and OPR proteins will be an attractive research
direction for future biochemical studies. Intriguingly, we
failed to identify any HPR proteins in Cryptosporidium
species, which contain a mitochondria-like organelle (mito-
some) with a striking absence of organellar DNA, provid-
ing a clear phylogenetic link between mitochondrial func-
tions and this novel organellar protein family. It is also pos-
sible that functions of PPR, OPR and HPR protein families
are similar and it is simply a matter of evolutionary chance
whether a helical-repeat protein has 35-, 37- or 38-aa repeats
as long as it can mediate specific events in RNA metabolism.
Within the PPR protein family, there is a very active set of
genes that spawn a novel type (Rf-type) of PPR proteins in
a comparatively rapid manner (69,70). An interesting ob-
jective of future research would be to search for the origin
of HPR proteins and possibly identify evolutionarily active
clusters of genes.

Loss of HPR proteins results in profound fitness defects in
Plasmodium and Toxoplasma

Recent genome-wide knock-out screens of P. berghei and
T. gondii inevitably included many HPR proteins and pro-
vide a first estimate of their importance in parasite growth
(71,72). In T. gondii, the genome-wide screen included
knockouts of each HPR, most of which were strongly se-
lected against (71). Strikingly, six of the 22 HPRs were
among the top 10% most strongly counter-selected genes
in T. gondii, and on average, HPR proteins were pro-
nouncedly more strongly counter-selected than the average
of all genes analyzed (Supplementary Table S4). A similar
picture emerges from a P. berghei screen, which covered ap-
proximately half of the known genes in this organism. Of the

9 out of 23 P.berghei HPR genes analyzed in this screen, 7
were considered essential (72). In sum, HPR proteins are es-
sential components of apicomplexan parasites. Most HPRs
are predicted to be transported into mitochondria, a predic-
tion substantiated by our own targeting analyses as well as
by other studies (51,53). Given that organelle functions and
the expression of organellar genes are essential for parasite
survival (7,73–75), we infer that HPRs play important roles
in such essential aspects of organelle biology. Our analysis
of the HPR protein family, together with published data,
suggests that this role is tightly linked to organellar RNA
metabolism (see below).

HPR proteins function in organellar RNA metabolism

As outlined above, HPR proteins are most closely related to
OPR proteins. Most, if not all, OPR proteins are involved in
RNA metabolism and associate directly with RNA (21,76).
OPRs function in translation (77–79), RNA stabilization
(79,80), RNA degradation (81), and RNA processing and
splicing (82,83). Whereas OPRs in algae have a variety of
mRNAs as targets, the transcriptome of the Apicomplexa
mitochondrion is truly simple. What then are the target
RNAs and functions of the 22 (or more) HPR proteins in
P. falciparum, given that there are only three potential mR-
NAs targets? One way to identify potential RNA target sites
of helical-repeat proteins is to determine sRNAs in a tran-
scriptome. This led to the surprising discovery that, aside
from a few sRNAs associated with the three mitochondrial
mRNAs, there are 12 cosRNAs that match the 5′-ends of
rRNA fragments. One potential explanation for these cos-
RNAs is that RBPs like the HPR proteins associate with
the 5′-termini of rRNAs and protect them against exonucle-
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olytic degradation. Eventually, rRNAs are degraded, with
the exception of the region protected by the HPR proteins.
If this model is correct, cosRNAs would be only degrada-
tion products, a situation similar to the manner in which a
number of PPR proteins generate short RNAs (40). While
HPR proteins as structural relatives of PPR proteins are
intriguing candidates for cosRNA generators, other RNA
binding proteins, i.e. ribosomal proteins could contribute
to cosRNA generation as well.

How the ends of the different rRNA fragments are gen-
erated and how they are assembled into the mitochondrial
ribosome remains somewhat enigmatic. One possibility is
that HPR proteins assist in their biogenesis as well as in their
stabilization and assembly. This hypothesis is supported by
two major observations. First, HPR numbers are correlated
with the organization of mitochondrial rRNAs, such that in
taxa with highly fragmented mitochondrial rRNAs, larger
number of HPR proteins are found. Apicomplexans, such
as T. gondii and P. falciparum, as well as the related al-
gae, chromerids and dinoflagellates, have highly fragmented
rRNAs (84); within these taxa, we detected larger numbers
of HPR proteins in selected species: 25 in T. gondii, 22 in P.
falciparum, 70 in V. brassicaformis, and 72 in S. minutum.
By contrast, only five HPR proteins were identified among
the ciliates, a sister taxon within the Alveolata. Ciliates have
a canonical organization of rRNAs, with only two rRNA
species (see Figure 4).

One reason for HPR protein family expansion among
apicomplexans, which contain mitochondria, might be the
more complex rRNA maturation process. The even higher
numbers of HPR proteins in algae might be explained by an
increase in additional RNA-processing steps, such as RNA
editing and trans-splicing, and addition of further genome
idiosyncrasies, including gene scrambling and the loss of
stop codons (84). OPR and PPR proteins serve a larger
number of RNA functions, including RNA editing, RNA
splicing, translation and RNA stabilization (60), and we hy-
pothesize that this is also true for HPR proteins. In fact, re-
cent analyses of human mitochondrial HPR proteins sup-
ports this idea, demonstrating functions that include rRNA
maturation (53-55).

HPR repeats are also found in six human pro-
teins, FASTK, FASTKD1, FASTKD2, FASTKD3,
FASTKD4/TBRG4 and FASTKD5 (Figure 5), which
have been shown to be involved in mitochondrial RNA
metabolism (51–53). More specifically, FASTKD5 is found
in mitochondrial RNA granules, where it binds to the
rRNA of the small ribosomal subunit and is required for
ribosome biogenesis (51). FASTKD5 is also essential for
processing of ATP8/6 and COXIII mRNA, as evidenced
by the fact that mutants of FASTKD5 give rise to massive
accumulation of precursor RNAs for these two messages
and fail to accumulate the processed forms (51). FASTKD4
modulates the half-lives of a subset of mitochondrial mR-
NAs and, like FASTKD5, associates with them in vivo
(52). FASTKD4 might also be involved in both cleavage
of polycistronic precursor RNAs as well as protection of
mRNAs against exonucleolytic decay (53). While HPR
repeats are clearly detectable, the motifs contained in these
proteins show a higher degree of degeneration compared
to alveolates which precludes the generation of a human-

specific consensus motif. These analyses demonstrate that
HPR proteins are involved in RNA metabolism, which is
supported by our finding that pBHPR1 binds RNA, not
DNA in vitro. We hypothesize that HPR proteins function
in a manner that is very similar to that of OPR and PPR
proteins.

Future genetic studies of Plasmodium species or T. gondii
using established tools should pave the way toward identifi-
cation of RNA targets and functions of this exciting novel
protein family. Given the critical importance of HPR pro-
teins for the parasite’s fitness, these proteins and the process-
ing steps they mediate are obviously potential future targets
for therapeutic intervention.
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